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abstract: The safety planning should be considered in terms of cost+ffectiveness qa9ly
because certain budg6t cmstains usually exist in the real world. The mncept of fumulatim
for the problem is iiscussed with estimation of cost and benefit. The Qiic concept is to
chose tlie locations which should be improved the road facilities and surface conditions in
terms of profitable taffic safety management. The advanced technique shorld be prepared
co.respoirding to real scale al&ation-problems. In thp si.rdy, Genetic_Algorithrn(9-A).p
recominendeii to be applied to obtain the solutions efficiently. The solution given by GA
is not exactly the same as the optimum solution. However it works very well to search the
appnoximate value of solutim. And also the benefit whidr is eryected frorn the impovement
cif-the roads system is not given as a prop€r values because ihe concept of the benefit of
traffic safety itself is often fluchrated. Therefoe benefit function cannot be formulated as

a linear funi:tion . If the problem includes high non-linearity objective function, it is not
easy to be solved by conventional techniques. [t is revealed that th9 GA ry h.avtlg thg
advantages to solve such kinds of problems. Finally the numerical example in Gifu is
introduced !o show the performance of GA.

1. INTR,ODUCTION

The number of the fatalities of raffic accidents is one of the indicators which shows the
sitratisr of traffic safety in the co.rnfy. Figure I illustates the change of the number of
traffic accidents and safety fatalities in Japan. As the great efforts fo traffic qafety-lqye
been made for many yeirs, the numbeiof accidents had been decreased for 1970's.
However the number-oi fatalities in Japan had started !o increase from 1988. Recently it
seerns to be very difficult to reduce dhe risk of faffic accidents in Japan. It is always
announced that the number of fatalities should be bellow ten thousand for each year.
This line is dravm in the Figure as a standard level of accident risk. It can be observed
that we have not achieved to ttris goal. In 1994, there are729,457 accidenB, 881,723
casualties and 1 0,649 fatalities respectively.

Therefore traffic accident must be great problem in terms of extemal diseconomy of the
road systems. And also roughly speaking, the number of accidents have been increased
fc thdse two decades even many c-ountermeasure are proposed. This sinration in Japaq is
often cdled as the second stage of traffic war by the people who relate with traffic safety
research. It is also mentioned that the quality of the accidents had changed. The
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advanoed oullt€rflreasuftxr which cGrespond to different aspects of the safety problems
shorld be invtstigated. Thts the traffic 

-safety 
planning has received increased attention

in terms of reductim of danger in driving.

Flgurc I Thc change of the number of accidents

In the sense of practical applications, the optimization approach using btrdget constraints
is applicable tomany prolSlems of infrastructure planning. The searching process of an

ecoibmic project f6r traffic safety management can be formulated as a combinational
optimizati6n froftem. Particularly Integer Programing is o19 of th_e typicaf me$od.{or
s6king ttre problem. However the real scale problem is usually too large to be solved by
mathematical algcithm because of is impracticability of calculation.

Genetic algaithm (GA) are introduced to solve the benefit maximizing problem e{icienff
in real scaIe. Ttre GA is one of the computer techniques which is used for searching-the
solutiors of optimizing problem based on the theory 6f evolution (Akiyama., t?q]).. Thq
variables in a mathemifical p"ograming are described as a chromosom6 of the individual
in GA. If the second highdt value oithe individual can be found, the combination of
genes in its chromosome-will indicate a solution of optimization p,roblem.

Even thorgh the estimated value givor as a result of GA is not necessarily.equal to. the
optimizedialue, it may give a good approximation. orr the other hand, the search of
high second combinaticrh can be carriedout even in a large scale problem. The empirical
rdrtt is presented from a case shrdy of the safety planning in-Gif-" city.- It will beknown
how the-genetic algorithm improves the efficiency to obtain the optimal solutions of
acaral complex tsaffic safety planning.

2. MATTIEMATICAL PROGRAMMING IN TRAFFIC SAFETY PLANNING

The ortline of the basii problem considered in the study is mentioned triefly. A traffic
safety project for transpcit networks is assumed to consist of local co.nstnrction projects
wtrcxie'ccit and effectiveness in improving road safety are evaluated in monerary teflns.
In other words, the optimal combination of local constnrction projects yields to the
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Tmnsport Safety lvlanagerncnt and Cost-Etrcotvencss Optimization Problein

great€st improvement in safety, while remaining within the brxlget

The traffic facilities at heavy traffic points on the road networks should be constructeo
for this purpos€. They will have somb effectiveness on traffic safety as reduction of
accident risk. The cost of constnrcting each of these facilities and thebenefits obtsined
from reducing the number of accidents are assumed to have been considered in the eady
planning stages.

The problem arises considering the 6pes and combination of countermeasures that can
be carried out within a feasible budget. Therefore the basic concept of optimization
problem_ is described to perform the-maximum benefit with the budget coistraint as
follows (Akiyama and Ohya, l99l) :

LNr
max TB(x) = ZZ b,it,,

,-r j_r

subject n

TC(x{)

xri=o

caxi 1 Budget

Let assume the traffic safety project is considered the road network which consist of L
routes. And also /[, altemative countermeasures are prepared for each route. The
variable .r, indicates the result of selection of the j-th alternative for route f . The value
of .ro should be one or zero. If .r, is equal to one, it means that the altemative is

involved in the beneficial project. Total benefit TB(x.l in equation (l) indicates ttre

effectiveness of selected countermeasures which are combined corresponding !o the value
of x, . Therefore the objective function should be maximized subjected to the budget

consEaint illustated in equation (2), where b,, is a benefit coefficient and co is a cost
coefficient respectively.

Mathematical programming has beerr recognized as a possibility effective technique for
solving this problem. There are useful techniques such as Incremental Benefit-Cost
Analysis (IBCA), Dynamic Programming (DP) and Integer Programming (IP) and erc.
(National Technical Information Service, 1979). The authors have already summarized
these techniques to solve the p,roblems and introduced them to the realistic p,roblem
related with Hanshin Expressway safety projecr (Akiyama and Shao, et. al., 1991).

Incremental Benefit-Cost Analysis and Dynamic Programming using fuzzy budget
constrainB !o consider the fuzziness in decision making were introduced as well. Each
technique has some advantages and particular algorithm implemented in the computer.
Although each technique can always give a solution which is mathematically justified, it
is difficult to consider the real scale optimization problems. The details of those research
would be found in some reports and papers (Akiyama and Uchida, 1988 and Akiyama
and Shao, 1993). In &is study, the standard algorithm nmmally used to solve this
problem is modified in terms of efficiency of calculating.

A combination of optimal alternatives is produced by mathematical programming. The
way to create an algcithm that closely matches reatity fc p,ractical application is to
carefully consider the conditions involved in actual safety planning. In the sense
genetic algaithm may provide an efficient and practical method to solve the problem.

0)

(2)
LNt=rI
i-l j-r

orl
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3. GENETIC AITGORITHM APPLICATION

fire rsretic algqithm is recolfrizd as an optimization technique even though it is aiginally
fasJ qr the iheory of evofitiqr. It can-be used to solve -the pr-oblem of mathematical
p-rr*lng wtrich is fmmulated previously. The mechanism bf a genetic-algorith. q
Sufimarizn in Figure 2. T\erc arc many *ding techniques to r4ple-mery the process of
cenetic alcorithm-on comDuter. This vbriation is related with the detail desc-ription of
i:volutiqr;tocess. Therefiire the typical prccess is mainly mentioned in this study .

Takanrasa AIOYAIvIA and Takaji SUZITKI

Flgurc 2 Ttrcoutlinc of genetic atgorithm
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First of all, each individual variable in the original problem should be ransformed as a
chromosome fa evolution. Each chromosome is usually rep,resented by a string which
consist of genes depicted as one or zero. Therefore each chromosome is desciibed as
follows:

S, : 010010001001110111011101101111011010101011111010

52 : 1111010010001101100101101111011110101010000111r0

53 : 010010001000000111001010111011100001111000100111

In the step 1, an initial "population" of one chromosome is created. In other words, an
initial searching area is defined as a starting point of the algorithm. After each chromosome
of individual is defined, the value of fitness can be calculated for each individuals in step
2. t}l.e function of fitness is usually described as function/ . The value of the function
must be some measure of p,rofit, utility, goodness or benefit that we want to maximize.
The meaning of fimess may be changed acccding to the dginal definition in the problem.

The main operators in genetic algorithm can be seen from step 3 to step 5. Reproduction
is a process in which individual strings are copied according to their fitness function
value, / . In our example, the fitness function is just the same as total benefit function
defined in equation (1). Stings with a higher value have a higher probability of conributing
one or more offspring in the next generation. This is an artificial version of natural
selection, a Darwinian survival of the fittest among string creatures. In general, the
fitness of a chromosome is the probability that the chromosome survives to the next
generation (Goldberg, 1989). Irthe step 3, the following definition of probability is
candidated:

(3)

where { is the probability that individual i survives to the next generation. The use of
this formula is referred to as the standard method for reproduction with fitness computation.
After reproduction, crossover may proceed as step 4. Basic concept of crossover is to
mutate one or more gene.s in one or more of the current chromosome, producing one new
offspnng for each chromosome mutated (Winston, 1992). Firstly, members of the newly
reproduced strings in the mating pool are mated at random. Secondly, each pair of
strings undergoes crossing over as follows: two positions, & and t, along the string are
selected uniformly at random between I and the sring length less one.

S, : 01001000100111 11110111011011 11011010101011111010

S, : 11110100100011 01100101101111 0r111010101000011110

The offsprings for next generation will be pnoduced by the combination of S, and Sr. In
other words, two new sfings are created by swapping all characters benveen positions(
and k, inclusively as follows:

S', : 01001000100111 01100101101111 11011010101011111010

S', : 11110100100011 11110111011011 01111010101000011110

Joumal of the Eastem Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.l, No.3, Autumn, 1995
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Mutation operator in step 4 is to swap the genes randomly from 0 to 1 or from I to 0 for
eactr individual. The two values of p,robabilities are defined in advance. The one is the
probability of mutation for each individual and the other is the probability of mutation of
g€nes. For example a individual Sris selected for mutation by some probability and each
gene of the chromosome q is given a chance of changing values. The typical mutation
is illustrated as follows:

53 : 01001000100Q00111001{011101110000111[000100111

S', : 010010001 00C[001 I 1001W01 1 I 01 I 100001 1 1U0001001 I 1

The mutated and offspnng chromosomes are added to current populatior. A new generation
is created by keeping the best of the current population's chromosomes, along with other
chromosomes selected randomly from the current population. The random selection is
iterated according to assessed fitness until the optimized situation appears.

4. PRAC'TICAL STUDY OF TRAFFIC SAFETY PLANNING IN GIFU

The trunk roads network in Gifu is shown in Figure 3. The sixteen intersections are
picked up as typical places of naffic accidents in Gifu according to their frequency. Also
they are numbered in the Figure. Some accidents happen at over 80 particular intersectiots

Regional tntnk road

National rcad
route 156

National road
routc 2 I

Flgure 3 The intersections of high accidents frequency in Gifu
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trt the road netwo'rk every year. Among these intersections, the high risk intersections in
which more than 20 accidents happen every year are pointed out. the report of statistics
fa taffic safety in Gifu City pnovides the a frequency data of accidents in each intersectiorn.
The sixteen intersections are defined as high risk points. They seem to be distributed
very widely onthe runk roads. As shown inthis Figure, the selected sixteen intersections
are located at city centre as well as radical routes to the other cities.

The statistics of accidents are shown in Table 1. Several points with high frequency for
fatal accidents can be observed on the national tunk roails such as route 2l,-routd 156
and route 157. Iarge amount of traffic can be observed in these roads. Therefore these
routes tend to have serious accidents involving heavy goods vehicles. Similarly some
sites with high frequency for slight accident can be seen on the regional trunk ioad as
routeTT which is a main loop road with heavy traffic.

The proportion of the serious and fatal accidents for thqse spots cannot be necessarily
uniform. This may cause of a lot of factors such as the difference structures of the
intersections, the contents of vehicles, surrounding environment and so forth. Therefore
it should be memorized that the same countermeasure to the raffic accidents may not
give the same effectiveness for every sites.

Transport Safety Management and Cost-Effectiveaess Optimization Problern

Table I T[affic accidents on each intersection

Site Route Sl ieht Serious &
Fatal

Total Casual t i es

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

NR 2I
NR 2I
NR 156

RT 54

NR 157

NR 2I
NR 157

PR 151

NR 156

RT 52

CR

PR 197

NR 157

RT 77

RT 77

CR

65

4l
45

36

JI

37

4l
34

32

30

30

30

34

22

23

15

1 6

10
,
10

9

8

4

I

7

7

6

5

I
11

0
.7
I

81

51

47

46

46

45

45

4t
39

37

36

35

35

33

23
t,

24

t4
3

16

t4
11

5

7

11

10

8

I

1

t2
0

I

Many types of countermeasure for raffic accidens can be prepared. If some improvement
of intersection is coruidered in terms of taffic safety, p-hysical feature of roads which
influence the risk of accidents might be modified (Grime, 1987). After observing the
situations of accidents for selected sixteen intersections, an example project is assumed
to include five realistic actions for taffic safety improvement. The unit costs for these
safety facilities is also assumed to be calculated in early stage of the planning. These
values are shown in Table 2.

cf: NR:NationaI Road, PR:Prefecture Road

CR:City Road, RT:Regional Trunk Road
Note: Data vas taken in 1987
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Table 2 Unit costs for safety facilities

Flashing light
Warning sign plate
Auxiliary sign plate
Road marking
Traffic signals

t2
5

5

6
60

/ set
/ set
/ set
/uni t
/ set

Flashing light is representing the general delineation system which aims at warning the
driver approaching the risk of accidents. Next two sign plates are particularly important
at the approaches to prrority controlled junctions, where drivers may sometimes fail to
recognise that they are approaching a junction and therefore fail to stop. And road
marliing is effected by paint which rnay be reflectorised by reflecting prisms or by
surfaces of contracting colour and texture. Lastly the installation of sigtals have been a
recogrrised method of contolling raffic and reducing accident at junctions the volume of
traffic warranB their use. The installation of these facilities can be observed even in the
real situation. For example, the conventional signal equipments are planning to be
replaced by the larger siies in Gifu City. It aims that increased visibility oJ signals
reduces the risk of accidents.

L any cases, the installation cost can be calculated through the unit cost shown in Table
2 . Sveral facilities are usually installed at the same time because these facilities might
work well in such a condition. Therefore each project should includes each installation at
certain level then the cost of each project can be accumulated from the unit cost. These
values are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Cost and benefit for each alternative

Intersection No. it Intersection No.

I
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

1l
L2

13

t4
l5
l6
I7
18

19

20
2L
,,
23
24

Ginan IC 2,958 25 Kamiijiki o 462 4,466

Ki taishiki

Culture Ctr.

@ 354 1,982

@ 184 1,373
Takasagoden O 135 981

@ 556 5,501
@ E9 4s6

o 591 3,310
@ 724 6,119
@ 231 1,415
O 402 3,435
@ zsy 2,042
@ 494 4,737

Tetsumei-cho O 438 3,504
@ 415 2,336
@ 350 2,603

Akanabe-hongo O 460 3,784
@ 2t2 1,153

@ 76 4el
Shineifu St. o 163 1,404

@ 537 5,005

26 @ 550 5,088
27 @ 287 1,890
28 tikaiya O 265 2,390
29 @ 474 3,049
30 @ 207 1,810
31 Yotsuya Park O zlg 1,280
32 @ 71t 5,609
33 0 558 4,924
34 Kinka Bridge O 363 3,452
35 @ u2 6,082
36 0 364 2,218
37 Chusetsu Bridge CI zlg 1,484
38 @ 573 5,125
3e @ 593 4,386
40 Kagasima Police O 462 3,280
4r @ 568 4,461
42 @ 581 5,5e1
43 Gifu-Kita Police o 280 2,730
44 @ 76 617

@ 543 4,616 45 @ 230 1,631

rakamiya-cho O 27L 2,304 46 Nagamori-honmachi O 283 2,561

@ 490 4,510 47 @ 227 1,4$2

@ 595 4,731 48 @ oos o,osz
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In the sune manner the benefit can be calculated as measures of the effectiveness of
alternatives. If the effectiveness is counted in monetary term. it is usuallv based on
accident costs which is defined as comperuiation of accideris (e.g. Oatvi,t988i. genetits
of alternatives are also shown in Table 3 as numerical examples.-

As mentioned before, the sixteen intersections in Gifu are picked up to show an numerical
example. It is assumed that three alternatives for each si-tes can be prepared. They are
indepindently feasible each other. That means that forty eight (= 3 tfnei 16) alte,mitives
are proposed as feasible solutions overall the road networic. Even 0rotrgh every alternative
have been proposed tttrough the partiorlar consideration, some of them musi be selected
because of budget constraint. This situation can be observed in the real field of traffic
safety planning. Even if the effectiveness of countermeasures are large enough, the total
cost cannot be exceed !o the annual budget for traffic safety project. Therefore it is
reasonable that a subset of all countermeasures can be realized in each fiscal year.
I-ooking back to our formulation shown in equations (1) and (2), the most profitable
combination of countermeasures may be acceptable in planning. ln another sense, some
altematives from 48 must be selected to establish the best Combination in the safety
project.

It is possible to try every combination, b,ut the number of options is incredibly huge in
this- problem. The number of combination is mathematically counted as /6 =281.4749 x
1012. ft is obvious that the brute-force testing is impracticabie. Actually the authors have
tried to know how wasteful the search for all combination is. Even though the coding of
the searching algorithm is very simple, it seemed to waste calculating time. After the
one day and half computing, abut a third cases were checked but the calculation was

quieted because of its impracticability. The solution which appeared at half way of this
tired iteration gives cost and benefit as 7,854 and 64,755 yen respectively. That means
that the optimal solution could not be given through the conventional technique.

The genetic algorithm is intoduced to give a approximation. As the strings of gene in
the algorithm represent acceptance or rejection for each alternatives, the length of each
string is equal !o 48 for this calculation. The four parameters should be given at the
initial step of the algoithm. The abbreviations, PO, SR, RE and RM. indicate population,
selection rate, crqssover rate and mutation rate respectively. These parameters are
usually determined by try and error. Five different sets of the parameters are prepared.
And also three cases which have the different budget constraint between 8000 and 10,000
xl0ayen are assumed. New population is creited according to accessed values for
individuals. In this algorithm the value of benefit is used as fitness values. If an
unfeasible solution is found, the value of the fitness is changed to zaro automatically.

The calculation results of genetic algorithm are shown in Table 4. The highest scored
individual with its total cost and benefit is memoized in each generation. The calculation
is continued to 3,000 generations and the solution which gives the highest benefit is
illustrated in this Table.

Even the optimal solution cannot be given, approximate values of maximum benefit may
be known for each budget constaints. For example, lotal benefit with budget as 8,000 x
lOayen is about 73,0d.0x10ayen because theiolutions seem to be in Stable and the
maximum value of benefil among five cases is 73,059 for the this solution. It is also
known that the algaitm finds much better solutions with higher value of benefit omparing
to the result of the previous Eial. This tendency for solutions may be preserved in the
cases of other budget constraints. Even though they are all approximate value of optimal
solution, it is easy to imagine that the total benefit is estimated as about 81,000 and
90,000 for other cases with two different corrstraints.

The content of each solution is investigated to know the detail characteristics of the
proeosed safety projects. However, effective @unt€flneasures which are commurly

Transport Safety Managancnt and Cost-Eficctiv€ness Optimization hoblcnr
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raln
GA paraneters
(PO. RS. RC, RI)

Solut ions
Total
cost

I
t,

8000

30,0. 5, 0. 8, 0. 3

30,0. 6, 0. 7,0. 2

30,0. 7,0.4,0. 2

40,0.4,0.6,0.5
40,0.5,0. 7,0. 3

totottooooooooolo0l l0l 1011000000011001001 I I l0l ll
lo00lurco1ol00olo0l l0l l0l 10100001 1000r0001 l00l0l

0ololoo00ool000l0l I I I I l0l 10001001 I 10010001 100000

o0lol lootol I lom00l000l0l0l l0l00l I 1001001 I I I 1000

l00ol0ooo00l 1000001 I I l00l l0l0l000l 10001001 100101

7,993

7,956

7,990

7,960

7, 896

72,024
73, 059

72,993

70, lll
7t,679

9000

30,0. 5,0. 8,0. 3

30,0. 6,0. 7,0. 2

30,0. 7, 0. 4, 0.2

40,0. 4,0. 6,0. 5

40,0. 5,0. 7,0. 3

r 0 I 0l I 000001 l0 I I 00 I I 0 I I 0 I I I 00 I 000 I I 00 I 000 I
00ol I 00 l o I I I 000 I 0 I 0 I 0 I I 0 I I 0 I 0 I 00 I I I 000000 I
lo00r 10100010000001 l0l I I I 10000001 I 10010001

loll0l0ol I ll0l000l0l ll l0l 110010001 10010001

I 00 I I I 00000 I I 00000 I I I I I 0 I I I 00 I 00 I I I 000 I 00 I

. l0l0l
,00001

I l0l0l
t00101

)l0l0l

8,974

8,974
8,925

8, 986

8,956

80, 645

81,494

81,455

78, 548

79,937

10000

30,0. 5,0. 8,0. 3

30,0. 6,0. 7, 0. 2

30,0. 7, 0.4,0. 2

40,0.4,0. 6,0.5
40,0. 5,0. 7,0. 3

l0l0lo0looll0ool0lrl0l l0l 10000001 I l0l 10l0lll0l0:
l0llloo00ll lo0olo0l l0l l0ll0l0l00ll l00ll00l 10010

0ol0lo0l0l0l looool ll0l l0l l0l0l00l 1l00l000ll0l l0

10l0lo0l0o0o00ol000l I l0l ll0l010l lll00l0l00ll I00

lo0llomooll1001000l00ll l0ll0l00l I 10010011 I l0l I

9,925

9, 970

9,997

9,947

9,998

88,722

89, 733

90, 285

86,689

88, 408
x 10,

Takamrsa AKIYAIvIA and Takaji SUZT KI

Ibblc 4 Thc resnlts of calculation by genetic algorithm

cf: p0:population, RS:rate of selection, RC:rate of crossover, RM:rate of nutation

involved in solutions can be revealed. The variables, x5, x12, x25t xyt x5, x4, .r., and

r. are tend to be selcted wtren the total benefit becomes higher in any budget consmints.
These alternative may be profitably desigred and recommendable for the safety projects.

The convergence of the solution is also investigated to consider the stability of _tfe
algorithm. The results with highest benefit for each budget constraint are presented in
Figure 4.

Flgurc 4 Convergencc for best'of-generation for cach casc

Journal ofthe Eastem Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.l, No.3, Autumn, 1995
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Il thisfigure conv-ergence seems !o be almost terminated in less than 1,000 generations.
Thesolutions might be in local maximization area. However they can grve th-e profitable
combination of alternatives in taffic safety project because of thii stabifity.

The population used. hqe is thirty or forty for each generation. The three thousand
generation seems to indicate .a great deat <if search. fiowever it is just about 4.2 x 10{
percent of_all combinations (asmentioned it is 2a8). The efficiency of convergence
relates wltl.t population (PO) and reproduction probability RS). In ihese examfles it
cal F said that the parameters as (pO, RS) =130, 0.7)-are significant to obtain^better
solutions in any cons-traints. And also mutation probability (R[I) may be maintained in
low value as 0.2 or 0.3.to search ft9 g*a solution. Oth6rwise the ilgorithm becomes
similar to random search. The fourth 6xamples in each constraints in fable 4 which has
the value of RM as 0.5 produce the lowest values of benefit. This may connected with
the randomness of search and the efficiency of convergence.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study tried to proye th_at genetic algorithms can be useful for raffic safety planning
uJ Place of the conventional mathematical programming. Even though geneti; aigorithri
gives o-nly gPPrgximatg solution of the problem, the peat progress-haie made Io solve
the real scale taffic safety planning in terms of efficieniy of caldulation.

If the monetary expression is used for the effectiveness of accident countermeasures, the
mathematical formulation is easy to be established. However, the costs and benefis of
traffic safety projecs calnot be properly determined before the optimization. It indicates
that to9 much precise information isnot necessarily important to make decisions. In this
sense the conventional mathematical programing riray not be applicable to the real scale
allocation problem.

Practical method for making the safety project is proposed. The solutions provided by
gene$c algorithm may not be an optimil solution. However it is able to find i reasonabll
solution of the problem in the sea of huge number of combinations. It is confirmed at
least that.genetic algorithm gives good performance to obtain an acceptable and practical
solution.insqrtry:^ The numerical examples are presented as imprwement pr6jects of
intersections in Gifu. The sixteen sqes are picked irp but they are nbt enough tb c6ver the
serious risk on the road networks. Therefore genetic algoritfim itself should be modified
based on the related technical research.

Further discussion would be recommended to extend Ore study because there are some
other impontant aspects in road safety planning.

Frytly the technique_ of genetic algorithm cannot be completed to be applied to practical
problems..The simple and po-pular coding way of GA program is introdGed in tlie paper.
However the determination of the probabilities such as RS, RC and RM must be imporiant
to find the proper direction !o optimal solution. And the techniques of crossover'is said
t".U" iqpg$rtt-to increase the-efficiency of searching. The many research resulrs in
related field will be useful to modify the dlgorithm for donsidering rlal size optimization
problem.

Secondly, the installation of equipments may effect !o reduce the number of accident on
a particular site. It looks a very slmple phen6mena. If the shift of accident risk is taken
into account, the problem becdmes much complicated. Reduction of the risk for one site
sometimes increases the risk of other sites Secause the pattem of raffic flow on the
networks might be changed according to the situation. This phenomena are often obsewed
when the real project have done on lhe large trunk road ne-tworks. The authon are now
ryinq to build.up the model which has the optimization approach for taffic safety
planning considering the traffic flow on the neiwork. The tifUA model between thl
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maximization technique by GA and traffic assignment techniques with link interaction
might be very powerful to solve the problems.

In addition, the results of these calculations can aid in making better informed decisions.
They can help by taking into account more of the real world factors that inevitably
affei:t Oe impiemLntatioil and final success of the safety projects that are made.
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